
• Various methods of analysis for multipanel 
trusses 

• Common truss configurations and 
their uses 

• Developing and refining the forms of complex 
trusses based upon forces and connections 

• Detailing and construction of a building with 
heavy timber trusses 

W e have just signed a contract to design an 
assembly building for a children's summer 
camp in the Pocono Mountains of Pennsyl

vania. The owner envisions a simple wooden enclo
sure with a concrete slab floor, a raised wooden 
performance platform toward one side that is easily 
demounted and stored, and a column-free floor area 
about 40 ft by 60 ft (Figure 6.1). It will be used for 
many different types of events, including meetings, 
talks on nature and wilderness, drama productions, 
film showings, and indoor rope climbing and other 
rainy-day sports. Many of these activities will require 
fastening things to the ceiling—climbing ropes, gym
nastic apparatus, theatrical lights—which has led us 
and the owners of the camp to agree on the desir
ability of spanning the space with wood trusses rather 
than solid beams. Trusses will also have the potential 
to create a much richer and more exciting interior 
space than beams. 

D e s i g n i n g w i t h M u l t i p a n e l 

T r u s s e s 

• -.•:•'••• -. 

Figure 6.1 Early conceptual sketches for a summer camp building. 
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Figure 6.2 Terminology for trusses and their components. 
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In a series of meetings with the owners and groups 
of campers, we have made some very rough sketches 
of various ideas of what the building might look like. 
We would like to create a space that is higher over 
the performance platform and lower toward the back, 
away from the platform. We propose to do this with 
asymmetrical gabled parallel chord trusses. Some early 
design studies featured ideas that we've since aban
doned, such as giving the trusses triangular legs so that 
the entire frame of the building is made up of trusses 
without separate columns or walls (Figure 6.3a). In 
reflecting on this idea, we realized that it makes each 
truss a two-hinged arch with its hinges at the foun
dations. A two-hinged arch is indeterminate, which 

Figure 6.2 illustrates terminology pertaining to 
trusses. 

• The top and bottom members are the chords. 
• The members that connect the chords are the web 

members, which may be further classified as verticals 
and diagonals. 

• Compression members may be called struts, and ten
sion members, ties. 

• Any portion of a truss that is bounded by adjacent 
verticals is a panel. 

• The points at which members converge may be 
termed joints, panel points, or nodes. 

We have checked the building code to be sure that 
we are legally permitted to make this building of wood. 
The International Building Code classifies the use as 
Occupancy Group A-3: Assembly-Miscellaneous. For 
this occupancy, it allows a single-story structure built 
of exposed wood, light frame construction to be as 
large in floor area as 6,000 sq ft, which is far larger 
than the 2,400 sq ft that we will build. We may there
fore construct this building of wood. 

Figure 6.3 Sketches showing ideas for the camp building: (a) shows a two-hinged indeterminate example; (b), (c), (d) show 
three-hinged examples. 
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means that the three expressions of static equilibrium 
are insufficient to find the forces in its members. It 
also means that normal expansion of the wood dur
ing humid summer days would create stresses in the 
trusses that are difficult to quantify. We decided to 
avoid dealing with such problems by putting three 
hinges into each plane of trusses, which makes it stati
cally determinate. We diagram several ways of doing 
this (Figure 6.3b, c, d). 

Early sketches also show end extensions of the 
trusses that produce an overhang of the roof at each 
end. This is a desirable feature because it protects 
the columns and walls from rain. We decide to keep 
and enhance similar overhangs as we pursue the final 
design. 

DEVELOPING THE DESIGN 

Proportioning the Trusses 
The depth of a truss is usually determined by approxi
mate depth-to-span ratios, as shown below: 

Truss Configuration: Minimum 
Depth-to-Span Ratio 

Steel Wood 

Parallel Chord 
Gable/Triangular 
Bowstring/ 
Lenticular 
Joist Trusses 

1:10 
1:6 

1:8 
1:20 

1:9 
1:4 

1:7 
1:16 

These are not rigid rules, but rather proportions 
that tend to produce trusses with reasonable levels 
of internal force and acceptable deflections. These 
guidelines suggest that for a parallel-chord wood 
truss we use a ratio of 1:9, which for our 40-ft span 
would be about 4.5 ft. We round this up to 5 ft to 
keep forces low. 

Designing the Structure 
As we do with all structures, we will develop the 
structural system from the top down, which is how 
a structure accumulates loads and conducts them 
to the ground. The topmost structural component 
is the deck. We propose to use wood tongue-and-
groove decking (Figure 6.4). The interlocking 
tongues and grooves enable the planks to act as a 
unit in resisting loads: A load applied to one plank 
is transmitted through the tongues and grooves to 
be shared by the planks on either side. This load-
sharing action also allows end joints between pieces 
of decking to occur anywhere in the roof, not just 
over supports. 

We would like to use decking with a nominal 2-in. 
depth, which is actually 1-1/2-in. thick. In this depth, 
the decking can span about 5 ft. We don't want to 
place the trusses this close together, because it would 
require too many of them. Instead we will support 
the decking with beams called purlins that transmit 
the loads from the decking to the nodes of the trusses 
(Figure 6.5). The 5-ft allowable span of the deck
ing thus becomes both the purlin spacing and the 
panel width for the trusses. The 40-ft truss span will 
be made up of eight panels, each 5 ft wide. Factors 

Figure 6.4 Tongue-and-groove decking. 

Figure 6.5 Purlins transfer loads from the decking to panel 
points of the truss. 

to consider in determining the spacing between the 
trusses include: 

• Purlin depth: Relatively deep purlins allow us to space 
the trusses farther apart and, therefore, to use fewer 
trusses. 

• Strength and weight: Wider spacings result in larger trib
utary areas that require stronger trusses, which may be 
heavier and more difficult to make. 

• Visual intensity: It is often desirable to maintain a cer
tain visual intensity by keeping the trusses relatively 
closely spaced. 

A rule of thumb for the depth of wood purlins is 
1/20 of the span. Accordingly, 4 X 6 purlins, which are 
actually 5—1/2 in. deep, will span a maximum distance 
of about 9 ft. We decide to space the trusses 8 ft 
apart in order to balance these factors and achieve 
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an appropriate visual intensity. This will also provide 
appropriately spaced lines of structure along which 
gymnastic apparatus, ropes, and theatrical lighting 
can be attached for camp activities. 

Shaping the Trusses 
Roof slopes, which are often referred to as pitches, are 
traditionally given in inches of rise (vertical dimen
sion) per 12 in. (1 ft) of run (horizontal dimension). 
As noted earlier, this way of designating a slope is 
convenient for a builder because the angled cuts and 
sloping lengths for the framing components may be 
laid out rapidly and accurately by utilizing the rise 
and run measurements on the two legs of a framing 
'square (Figure 6.6). A slope designated in degrees 
would require either sophisticated surveying instru
ments or a very large protractor to attain the same 
level of accuracy. We adopt tentatively a slope of 6 in 

1ft of 
horizontal dimension 

12, which is a little less than 30° and looks about right 
for our design. 

We will keep the trusses well above head level 
at all points as a way of discouraging young camp
ers from climbing on them. We consider tapering the 
trusses to make them deeper in the middle part of its 
span, where forces are highest. This would reduce the 
amount of material that they would use, but it would 
make almost every component of a truss different 
from all other components, which would complicate 
cutting and assembly operations and increase costs. 
We decide to keep a constant depth in order to stan
dardize the truss components as much as we believe 
is reasonable. 

To facilitate further experimentation with the 
shape of the truss, we begin laying it out with draft
ing instruments at a scale of 1/8 in. equals 1 ft (1:96). 
We would like to make the panels of the truss square, 

Timber 

Figure 6.6 Using a framing square to lay out rafter cuts and lengths. 

or nearly so, for maximum structural efficiency. 
Accordingly, we draw parallel vertical lines 5 ft apart; 
these represent the centerlines of the vertical mem
bers of the truss. We also pencil in top and bottom 
chord centerlines; these are 5 ft apart vertically and 
slope at 6 in 12. Then, working by trial and error, we 
refine our initial thoughts by trying several different 
truss shapes and proportions. Our goal is to arrive 
eventually at a form that looks handsome and is easy 
to construct. We sketch human figures to scale, both 
adults and children, on each drawing to help us judge 
the size and proportions of the building. We try two 
different locations for the peak of the roof and choose 
the one that puts three panels on one side of the peak 
and five on the other (Figure 6.7a, b). We also try sev
eral different heights above the floor for the trusses 
and settle on one that seems comfortable in relation 
to the human figures on the drawing. 

As the design develops, we explore differ
ent arrangements for the internal truss members 
(Figure 6.8a, b). Because we are going to make the 
truss of wood, we choose to orient the diagonals so 
they are in compression. This will avoid tensile con
nections, which are often difficult to make in wood. A 
level, flat truss would have vertical and diagonal inte
rior members. Our truss is sloping, which gives us the 
option of making the "verticals" truly vertical or per
pendicular to the top and bottom chords. We decide 
that the perpendicular orientation will work better 
because it shortens the diagonals, which reduces 
the likelihood of their buckling (Figure 6.8b, c). 
Additionally, it will make the truss easier to lay out 
and assemble. 

We consider the need to include three hinges in 
each truss plane. After sketching several alternatives, 
we decide to hinge one end of the truss to the tip 
of a triangular frame whose base is anchored to the 
foundation at two points so as to resist wind loads 
(Figure 6.8c). A second hinge will occur at the other 
end, where the truss joins a tall column. The third 
hinge will be at the base of the column. In actual
ity, we will not design true hinges for these three 
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(a) 

w 

-*• Figure 6.7 Sketches experimenting with different proportions and configurations: (a) Six 
panels seem to create too high a gable, so we choose to reduce the number to five (b). 

• Figure 6.8 One option (a) is to use true verticals and diagonals that will be in compression. If we rotate 
the verticals to be perpendicular to the parallel chords (b) then the diagonals are shorter, but the area 
near the gable becomes congested. We refine this into a calmer configuration (c) so that the panel at the 
gable is a single triangle with a horizontal lower chord, and we determine the locations of the three hinges. (<0 

r 
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locations. The amount of movement that needs to 
occur to maintain equilibrium will be very small and 
will be easily accommodated by the normal amount of 
"play" in a bolted wood connection. 

We decide to create generous, sheltering over
hangs by extending the truss one panel beyond the 
support on each end. These overhangs will also have 
the beneficial effect of reducing the intensity of bend
ing action in the main span of the truss. 

It takes long, patient exploration and experimenta
tion to arrive at a final layout for the truss. We reduce 
the forces in the members and joints where the truss 
changes direction at the ridge of the roof by putting in 
*a level section of bottom chord, which has the effect 
of deepening the truss and simplifying its nodes at this 
critical location. Then we try several schemes for the 
layout of the panels with respect to the supports, finally 
arriving at a very simple, logical design (Figure 6.8c). 
We draw this form neatly to scale, still showing only 

the centerlines of the members. Now we are ready to 
determine the forces in the truss members, which will 
enable us to select member sizes and detail nodes. This 
requires that we become more familiar with trusses in 
general. 

TRUSSES 

A truss is made up of one or more triangles of short 
linear elements joined together so as to support loads 
across a span. Usually the elements all lie in a plane to 
make up what is called a planar truss, but sometimes 
they are arrayed in three dimensions to produce 
a space truss, also called a space frame (Figure 6.9). 
Whether in two or three dimensions, each member of 
a truss works axially, either in tension or compression. 
Because of the efficiency of axially acting members, 
trusses can span long distances and are economical 

Figure 6.9 A three-dimensional space truss and a two-dimensional planar truss of similar 
configuration. 

of structural material. Trusses can span farther than 
beams and rigid frames, but not as far as cable struc
tures and arches. The usual range of truss spans is 
from 20 ft to 300 ft, though spans longer than this are 
possible. Trusses are readily designed to carry heavy 
loads and unusual distributions of loads. A truss gen
erally uses less material than a beam that would do 
the same job. However, the cost saving on material 
must be weighed against the additional labor required 
to make a truss. 

An advantage of a truss over a cable or arch is its 
capability to sustain many different load distribution 
patterns without significantly changing its shape. For 
this reason, trusses are often used as deck structures 
in suspension bridges to distribute concentrated 
loads to the cables and to restrain the cables against 
changing shape as loading patterns shift. Arches are 
often trussed to give them increased efficiency and 
greater resistance to buckling and change of shape 
(Figure 6.10). 

Trusses are often custom-designed, as in our 
camp building example, so as to give them shapes or 
structural properties appropriate for particular bridges 
or buildings. There are also many types of standard
ized trusses available "off the shelf for use in floors 
and roofs, such as open-web steel joists (also called bar 
joists) and steel joist girders for use in industrial, com
mercial, and institutional buildings, and wooden roof 
trusses and floor trusses for residential-scale buildings 
(Figures 6.11-6.14). Standardized trusses are almost 
always designed for relatively light loadings that are 
uniformly distributed over the span. 

Trusses for Bridges 
There are several ways to use trusses in bridges 
(Figure 6.15). A through truss bridge is one in which 
the vehicles or pedestrians pass between two deep 
trusses that are braced against one another over the top 
of the open passage. In a pony truss bridge, the passage 
lies between two shallow trusses that are not joined 
overhead. The trusses in a deck truss bridge are placed 
entirely below the deck. 
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F̂igure 6.10 The arch 
of the Bayonne Bridge is 
restrained from changing 
shape by its steel trussing, 
which allows the suspended 
deck to be very thin. The 
span is 1,675 ft (520 m). 
The bridge connects 
Bayonne, New Jersey, with 
Staten Island, New York. 
Engineers: Ammann and 
Dana. 

Photo courtesy of the Port 
Authority of New York and 
New Jersey. 

1 •• . 

4 Figure 6.11 Open web steel joists are supported by heavier 
joist girders, which conduct the loads to columns. 
Figures 6.11 and 6.12 courtesy of Vulcraft Division of Nucor. 

A Figure 6.12 An iron worker attaches a joist girder to a column. 

F̂igure 6.13 These floor trusses (shown 
here being set up for a demonstration 
house in a parking lot) are made of sawn 
lumber members joined by toothed-plate 
connectors. The oriented strand board 
(OSB) web at each end of the truss 
allows workers to adjust the length of 
the truss with a saw, if necessary. Trusses 
are deeper than sawn joists or l-joists, 
but can span farther between supports 
and offer large passages for ductwork 
and pipes. 

Photo courtesy of Wood Truss Council 
of America. 
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Light roof 
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24" o.c. 
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(45" X 96") 
Plywood 
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(a) Sheathing bears directly on light trusses 

Decking 

(a) 
Through truss 

(b) 
Pony truss 

(b) Roof decking on purlins 

Figure 6.14 Two methods of using roof trusses: (a) closely 
spaced light wood trusses support plywood sheathing directly; 
(b) widely spaced heavy timber trusses carry decking by way 
of purlins. 

w Deck truss 

Figure 6.15 Three common ways to use trusses to support 
bridges: (a) through truss bridge, (b) pony truss bridge, 
(c) deck truss bridge. 

Trusses in Buildings 
Large trusses have several different kinds of uses in 
buildings (Figure 6.16). Often they are used directly 
to support floor or roof decks. Sometimes they are 
used within a building that is framed with ordinary 
beams and columns for special purposes such as sup
porting a roof over an auditorium or swimming pool, 
or cantilevering a balcony in a concert hall. Trans
fer trusses are used in situations where the vertical 
alignments of columns in a building must change. 
This can happen if a tall building has floors of apart
ments, which generally have short spans, over floors 
with the longer spans required by open office space. 
Another use for transfer trusses is to make the transi
tion between column spacings in a parking garage and 
those in a building directly above. Transfer trusses are 
weighty and expensive because they carry such heavy 
loads. They also tend to be deep and to occupy space 
within a building that could otherwise be used for 
productive purposes. They should be avoided unless 
there is no reasonable alternative. 

DESIGNING FRAMING SCHEMES 
THAT USE TRUSSES 

Selecting a Truss Configuration 
A variety of truss forms have been invented over the last 
two centuries. For most situations it is possible to find 
an appropriate truss design from among these stan
dardized configurations. It is equally possible to create 
a new form when needed, as we are doing. Figure 6.17 
illustrates a range of common truss configurations. 
Each has its particular advantages and disadvantages. 
The truss with the tensile diagonals is called a flat Pratt 
truss, after its inventors Thomas and Caleb Pratt, who 
created it in the 1840s. The Pratt design is an excellent 
choice for a steel truss, whose members tend to be 
very slender, because its long diagonal members are 
in tension and therefore are not subject to buckling. 
The vertical members are less likely to buckle because 
they are shorter than the diagonals and experience 
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Figure 6.16 Sample uses of trusses in typical applications: (a) spanning over a warehousing area; (b) spanning over swimming and athletic areas; (c) an auditorium employs major Warren trusses for the 
roof span and cantilever trusses for the balconies; (d) a large building over a parking garage uses transfer trusses to mediate between the column spacing for the parking and that for the structure in 
the building above. 

lower forces. The truss design with the compressive 
diagonals, called a flat Howe truss, is often preferred 
for heavy timber trusses. Whereas steel tensile mem
bers may be joined strongly with bolts or welds, bolted 
tensile joints in timber are relatively weak. The Howe 

configuration (also dating from the 1840s and named 
after farmer and inventor William Howe) allows the 
diagonal members to transfer their forces to the verti
cal and horizontal members by bearing directly against 
them; and timber members tend to be thick enough 

that buckling is less likely to be a problem than in steel 
members. A Warren truss and its triangular equivalent, 
the simple Fink truss, have large apertures that are ideal 
for the passage of heating and cooling ductwork. The 
Warren configuration also offers a pleasing appearance 

^ 
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Flat Howe Triangular Howe Inverted Bowstring 

Camelback Cambered Fink 

Figure 6.17 Common truss configurations. 

Shed 

and simplicity of fabrication that stems from the fact 
that its web members are all the same size and shape 
and are joined in the same way. The Fink truss allows 
roof purlins to bear at close intervals along the top 
chords. The cambered Fink design experiences some
what higher internal forces than the regular Fink 
truss, in exchange for which it offers a higher interior 
space. This may be useful for a roof of a building that 
houses tall machinery, or it may be desirable because 
it imparts a more gracious shape to the interior space 
of a building. 

that are distributed much like those in a cable or 
arch throughout their length. We will learn how to 
derive the shapes of these efficient trusses in Chap
ter 10. The K-truss is another highly efficient form 
that we will discuss further in comparison to beam 
behavior in Chapter 17. 

The exterior shapes of trusses are adapted to par
ticular uses. The flat configurations are used for floors, 
flat roofs, and deck truss bridges. The camelback 
shape is designed especially for through-truss bridges, 
and can also be useful for high roofs. The bowstring 
design is suited for roofs with a curving surface that 
follows the top chord of the truss. The triangular, shed, 
and scissors trusses are intended for use in sloping roof 
structures. 

We can design trusses for specific situations that 
are highly unusual in form (Figure 6.18), provided 
that we pay attention to making the truss entirely of 
triangles, furnishing sufficient depth in relation to 
span, offering purlin support at the required inter
vals, and avoiding members that converge upon one 
another at too small an angle, which creates very large 
forces in members and connections. 

The scissors truss is much beloved by architects 
for its agreeable spatial qualities, but as we learned 
in Chapter 4, the acute angles between the chords 
at the supports create high chord forces, which can 
lead to a heavy appearance and difficulty in design
ing the nodes. The bowstring, inverted bowstring, 
lenticular, and camelback trusses are all shapes that 
result in highly efficient structural performance. 
Under ideal loading conditions, the diagonal mem
bers in these four designs carry little or no force, 
and the top and bottom chords experience forces 

Purlins 

Figure 6.18 Trusses can be designed in unusual shapes. 
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TRUSSES IN VARIOUS MATERIALS 

Often the choice of material for a truss is virtually 
automatic in the context of a particular design prob
lem. A wooden building generally suggests wooden 
trusses, and a steel building, steel. In many cases, 
however, the choice will be made largely on the basis 
of building code requirements that pertain to fire 
safety. Light trusses made of wood, such as those 
used for roofs of houses, are made of nominal 2-in. 
wood members, which catch fire easily because they 
are so thin. They are permitted only in small build
ings and may not be used in downtown areas, in tall 
buildings, or in buildings with large floor areas. Heavy 
timber trusses, whose members meet or exceed code-
specified minimum thickness and depth dimensions, 
may be used in somewhat larger and taller buildings, 
because larger timbers are slow to ignite, burn slowly, 
and retain their strength for a considerable time dur
ing a fire. 

Steel trusses do not burn. However, steel loses 
much of its strength at relatively low temperatures that 
are often reached in building fires. Accordingly, build
ings that use steel trusses are restricted with regard 
to building use, height and floor area of the building, 
and the height of roof trusses above the top floor of 
the building. If steel trusses are covered with appro
priate thicknesses of fire-resistant insulating material 
called fireproofing, they may be used in virtually any 
situation. 

Aluminum is sometimes used in trusses in situ
ations where the weight of the truss must be mini
mized or where corrosion is likely to be a problem. 
Aluminum self-protects against corrosion and weighs 
only a third as much as steel. Its disadvantages are 
that it is not nearly as strong or stiff as steel and it is 
much more costly. 

Joining Wood Truss Members 
Light, repetitive roof trusses and floor trusses are 
joined with toothed plate connectors that are pressed 

into the wood from both sides at each connection 
(Figure 6.19). Toothed plates make strong connec
tions because their many closely spaced prongs pen
etrate the members in a dense array that interlocks 
with the fibrous microstructure of the wood. 

Heavier wood trusses (also called timber trusses 
or heavy timber trusses in the United States) may be 
assembled in a variety of ways using nails, screws, bolts, 
or proprietary connectors. One option involves mak
ing the truss of multiple layers of relatively thin lum
ber with nails or bolts passing through the overlapping 
members to make the connections (Figure 6.20). This 
requires careful planning of how the layers relate to one 
another. There are stringent rules for bolt spacings in 
wood connections that sometimes lead to problems 
when member forces are high and a joint is not large 
enough physically to contain enough bolts to trans
fer the forces safely. Rules for nail spacing are much 
more relaxed, but load transfer capacity per nail is 
relatively low, and nailed connections are usually 
suitable only for small trusses with relatively lightly 
loaded members. 

Figure 6.20 A three-layer truss composed of nominal 2-in. 
timber members connected by bolts. 

Figure 6.19 Steel-toothed plate connectors are embedded into 
both sides of wooden truss members by hydraulic presses. 

Heavy timber trusses for buildings are most often 
assembled in a single layer, nominally 4 to 8 in. thick 
(Figure 6.21). To connect the components, steel side 
plates may be applied to both sides, and bolts passed 
through drilled holes in the plates and timbers. 
Alternatively, steel plates may be placed in slots at the 
ends of the timbers, so that only the ends of the bolts 
show on the faces of the truss (Figure 6.22). Another 
approach is to place steel plates in slots and connect 
them to the wood with proprietary steel dowel fasten
ers that drill their own paths through the timber and 
steel and remain in place (Figure 6.23). These dow
els are smaller in diameter than bolts but larger than 
nails. The drill point on each dowel is hardened so 
that it can drill through at least a half inch total thick
ness of steel. 
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Figure 6.21 A single-layer heavy timber truss with side plates 
and bolts. 

Figure 6.22 A bolted timber truss with splice plates recessed 
in slots cut in the members. 

•*• Figure 6.23 A truss with doweled connections. Special 
hardened steel dowels drill their own ways through the wood 
and steel and are left in place to create the connection. 

Steel plates for connections may be purchased off 
the shelf in many cases, but for heavy timber trusses 
they are usually custom-fabricated for each project 
according to large-scale drawings prepared by the 
structural engineer. Their fabrication involves cutting 
steel strap or plate stock to the required shapes and 
sizes, welding the straps or plates together, as needed, 
and drilling holes for the bolts. 

Traditional heavy timber joinery, which transfers 
forces between members by direct bearing of one 
member upon another, is also possible (Figure 6.24a). 
Difficult tensile connections may be avoided by using 
steel rods for tensile members (Figure 6.24b). 

• Figure 6.24 A wood-to-wood compressive joint in a heavy 
timber truss; lag screws serve only to hold the member in 
alignment (a); steel rods can replace wood for tensile 
members. 
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Figure A Sandwiched steel angle connection 
with gusset piate. 
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FINDING FORCES IN A TRUSS 

The forces in the members of a truss may be found 
either numerically or graphically. Numerical meth
ods are summarized in the sidebar titled "Numerical 
Finding of Forces in Truss Members: The Method of 
Joints." For excellent lessons in graphical analysis of 
trusses, go to the following lessons on the supplemen
tal site: 

• Lesson 1 of "Form and Forces: Graphical Tech
niques" 

• Demonstrations 2, 4, and 6 of "Active Statics" 

In this book, we will use graphical methods exclu
sively, because they have the following advantages: 

• Graphical analysis is easier and faster, especially for 
trusses with irregular forms. 

• Graphical analysis is more transparent than numeri
cal analysis at revealing patterns of forces in the truss 
at a glance. 

• Graphical analysis makes it easier to evaluate the 
form of a truss, to see how it might be improved. 

• Through graphical means, we are able to find effi
cient shapes for trusses, as we will explore further in 
Chapter 10. 

• Starting in Chapter 14, graphical methods will 
enable us to create and analyze trusses that mimic 
the flow patterns of forces through solid structural 
components, and thus to discover what is happen
ing inside beams, columns, load-bearing walls, and 
plates. 

• As with our previous examples, if drawn in CAD, 
graphical analysis gives theoretically perfect accu
racy. If drawn by hand at reasonable scale, numerical 
values for member forces are usually within 1 per
cent of theoretical values. This is considerably more 
precise than our live load estimates or actual varia
tions in member forces caused by joint restraint and 
material anomalies. 

"Concept comes before calculations." 
—ANTHONY HUNT 

FINDING FORCES IN A SIX-PANEL 
FLAT TRUSS 

We will begin our examination of multipanel trusses 
by finding the forces in the members of a simply sup
ported six-panel flat Pratt truss with 45° diagonals 
that slope downward toward the center of the truss. 

A vertical load of 1,600 lb is applied to each panel 
point along the top chord. The span is 48 ft. 

Our analysis will follow the graphical proce
dure that we developed in Chapter 4. The lesson 
entitled "Multipanel Truss" on the supplemental 
site will help you to learn this method. We begin 
the project on Worksheet 6A by drawing an accu
rate form diagram of the truss at the upper left cor
ner of the sheet (Figure 6.25). This is constructed 
to a convenient scale of length to length, 1/8 in. to 
the foot in this example, so as to represent accu
rately the shape of the truss and the slopes of its 
members. We draw vectors to represent the loads 
on the truss. 

Next we find the two reactions on the truss and 
add their vectors to the form diagram. Because the 
loading is symmetrical in this case, we simply assign 
half the total load to each reaction. The form diagram 
is now a complete free-body diagram of the truss. 
Working clockwise and from left to right, we apply 
Bow's notation to the diagram, assigning uppercase 
letters to the spaces between external forces and 
numbers to internal spaces. By convention, the letter 
"I" has been omitted in this example to avoid confu
sion with the numeral "1." 
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Figure 6.25 Worksheet 6A, showing a six-panel flat truss. 

To the right of the form diagram, we begin the 
construction of a force polygon by plotting a load 
line to a convenient scale of length to force; here, 
1 in. equals 2,500 lb (Figure 6.26). Using Bow's 
notation and working clockwise around the truss 
from the upper left, we tick off carefully measured 
increments of vertical length on the load line to 
represent each of the applied loads. This brings us 
to h at the bottom. The right-hand reaction is HJ, 
an upward-acting force that we plot on the load line 
as a segment that begins at h and extends upward 
to j at a location that is 5,600 lb above. Finally, we 

t 
5,600 lb 

plot the left-hand reaction as ]A, another upward 
force that closes the load line back to its point of 
origin. This completes our clockwise tour of the 
external forces. If ja does not scale to 5,600 lb, 
we have made an error somewhere in laying out 
the load line and must find and correct this error 
before proceeding. (A good way to avoid cumula
tive errors of measurement in the load line is to 
measure each of the loads from the end of the line 
rather than from the previous tick mark: Measure 
and mark ab as 1,600 lb, then ac as 3,200 lb, ad as 
4,800 lb, and so on). 

-- b 

Force Polygon 
Scale: 1" = 2,500 lb 

d 

r J 

-- g 
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Figure 6.26 

Examining the left end of the truss, we find that 
the only joint with fewer than three unknown forces 
is Alf, so this is where we begin our analysis of the 
members of the truss (Figure 6.26). On the force 
polygon, the forces in the two members that meet 
at Al] are represented by a vertical line segment, 
al, that intersects a horizontal line segment, jl, at 
point 1. Segment al must pass vertically through a, 
which means that it lies along the load line, while 
jl must pass horizontally through j. These condi
tions can be satisfied only if point J lies precisely at j. 
Therefore, jl is a point rather than a line. It has zero 
length, meaning that Jl is a zero-force member and 
could be eliminated from the truss. However, there 

is often a reason for having such a member, such as 
providing lateral stability to the building or furnishing 
support for a ceiling below. 

Now that we have determined the length of a 1, we 
are ready to solve for the forces at the upper left-hand 
joint, AB2-J. The two remaining unknown forces at 
this joint are in members B2 and 2—1. We construct 
lines £>2 and 2—1 parallel to these members on the 
force polygon; b2 is a horizontal line through b on 
the load line, and 2—1 is a diagonal line through I. 
The point of intersection of these lines is the location 
of point 2. We can measure the lengths of the forces 
in B2 and 2—1 to find the amount of force in these 
two members. 

t 
5,600 lb 

Force Polygon 
Scale: 1" = 2,500 lb 
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Figure 6.27 

In Figure 6.27, we continue to find the forces 
in the truss by moving to the next joint that has only 
two unknown forces, which is 1—2-3], The unknown 
forces are in members 2—3 and 3J; we plot lines 2—3 
and 3j on the force polygon parallel to these members 
to find point 3. 

t 
5,600 lb 

Force Polygon 
Scale: 1" = 2,500 lb 
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Figure 6.28 

We repeat this process, moving joint by joint 
across the truss. We move each time to an adjacent 
joint that has only two unknown forces. The second 
number in the name of the web member is always 
the same as the number in the name of the chord 
member that is considered at the same time. If the 
numbers were applied systematically left to right on 
the form diagram, the common number in the two 
member names at each step is always one higher 
than the number that was just added to the force 
polygon. In Figure 6.28, the last number added to 
the force polygon was 6. Thus we know that the next 
pair of members that we must consider are 6-7 and a 
chord member whose name ends in 7, which can only 
be E7. When we plot the lines on the force polygon 
that represent these two forces, their point of inter
section is labeled with their common number. In 
this way, Bow's notation guides us through the analy
sis of a truss in the proper order. 

Force Polygon 
Scale: 1" = 2,500 lb 
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Figure 6.29 

In Figure 6.29, we complete the construction of 
the force polygon. Points 5 and 8 turn out to share 
the same location, as do 3 and JO, and j, 1, and 12. 
The last two forces that we plot are jl2, which is zero, 
and hl2. The diagram closes at j, indicating that our 
construction is probably correct. 

t 
5,600 lb 

Force Polygon 
Scale: 1" = 2,500 lb 
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Figure 6.30 A summary of the steps in drawing the force polygon for a six-panel flat truss. 
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truss analysis that we have just completed. 
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Figure 6.31 A summary of member forces and a determination of character of forces around node EF-987. 

The last steps in the analysis are to measure the 
line segments in the force polygon to find their mag
nitudes, and to utilize Bow's notation as was done in 
Chapter 4 to determine their characters. Figure 6.31 
shows the resulting information applied to half the 
truss. The values for the other half are mirror images 
of these values. 

To review the method of finding the character of 
the forces in the members, let us examine the joint 
just to the right of center on the top chord of the 
truss, which is named EF9—8—7 in clockwise order 
(Figure 6.31). It helps to place the index finger of 

the left hand on this joint on the form diagram and 
to keep it there while proceeding. The top chord seg
ment to the right of the joint, named in clockwise 
order, is F9. On the force polygon, a motion of the 
right index finger from/to 9 is leftward, meaning that 
member F9 pushes to the left on the joint where our 
left index finger lies and is, therefore, in compression. 
Similarly, going from 9 to 8 on the force polygon, we 
move upward, toward the left index finger, indicat
ing a compressive force. Moving from 8 to 7 on the 
force polygon, we are pulling down to the left; 8—7 is 
in tension. 

Force Polygon 
Scale: 1" = 2,500 lb 
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UNDERSTANDING THE BEHAVIOR 
OF THE SIX-PANEL TRUSS 

Examination of the magnitudes of the forces in this 
truss shows that the forces in the top and bottom 
chords are least in the end panels of the truss and rise 
panel by panel to maximum values at the center. The 
forces in the web members vary in just the opposite 
manner: They are least in the center panels and reach 
their maxima in the end panels. This pattern is typi
cal of uniformly loaded, simply supported trusses. In 
Chapters 16 and 17, when we study beam behavior, 
we will find that the forces inside solid beams follow a 
very similar pattern. 

Figure 6.32 shows a way of visualizing the paths 
that loads take through this truss. At the top of this fig
ure, we see that the center of this model is an inverted 
kingpost truss of two panels that supports a single 
load of 1600 lb at midspan. The member forces in this 
truss are indicated on it. Each thick, tapered member 
is a compressive strut, and each single-line member is 
a tensile tie. 

In the middle diagram of Figure 6.32, each end of 
the two-panel inverted kingpost truss is supported on 
a vertical strut that also bears an additional 1,600-lb 
external load. These two struts are supported by a 
tie whose two sloping ends are held apart by a long 
horizontal strut. Taken together, all these members 
make up a four-panel truss. The four-panel truss 
is supported in turn by a construction made up of 
two more vertical struts that are held up by a long 
tie and horizontal strut, thus arriving at the full 
six-panel configuration, as shown in the bottom 
diagram. 

The forces in the web members of these nested 
trusses are identical to those that we found for the 
original six-panel truss. The forces in the top and 
bottom chords of the three nested trusses can be 
added to arrive at the magnitude of the chord forces 
in the original truss. Thus, the bottom chord forces in 
the center panels of the original truss are 2,400 lb plus 

4,000 lb, or 6,400 lb. The top chord forces for the 
center panels are 4,000 lb plus 2,400 lb plus 800 lb, 
or 7,200 lb. The chord forces for the remaining panels 
may be found similarly. 

The center joint in the bottom chord, in addition 
to being pulled horizontally in each direction with a 

force of 6,400 lb, is also acted upon by two diagonal 
pulls of 1,130 lb each. The horizontal component of 
the 1,130-lb force is a pull of 800 lb. Added to the 
force in the lower chord, the total horizontal pull on 
the joint is 7,200 lb, which is equal to the maximum 
compression in the top chord. 

1600 lb 

&00 (c) f &00 (c) 

1600 lb 1600 lb 1600 lb 

2400(c) T 2400(c) T 2400(c) f 2400(c) 

2400 (t) 

1600 1b 16001b 1600 1b 16001b 16001b 

4000 (c) f 4000 (c) f 4000 (c) f 4000 (c) J 4000 (c) f 4000 (c) 

5,600 6001b 

4000 (t) 2400 (t) 

Figure 6.32 Visualizing the load paths through a flat truss using a series of nested kingpost trusses. 
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REVERSING THE DIRECTIONS OF 
THE DIAGONAL MEMBERS 

What happens if the diagonals of this truss, instead of 
sloping downward toward the middle, slope upward 
instead? Figure 6.33 tells the answer. In each form 
diagram, the compressive members are shown as 
thick lines, tensile members as thin lines, and zero-
force members as broken lines. When the directions 
of the diagonal members are reversed, the character 
of the forces in all the web members, both diagonal 
and vertical, reverses. The magnitudes of the forces, 
however, stay the same. 
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Figure 6.33 Reversing the direction of the diagonal members: a flat Pratt truss above, a flat Howe truss below. 
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Comparing the actions and magnitudes of forces in flat and triangular trusses. The shaded area is a funicular shape for 
The direction of the web forces depends on whether the truss shape goes outside this area or not. 

FLAT AND TRIANGULAR TRUSSES 

For trusses that support roofs, a triangular outline is 
often used, with the slope of the roof establishing 
the slope of the top chords of the truss. Triangular 
trusses are sometimes called gable trusses, after the 
double-sloped gabled or hipped roofs they support. 
Does a triangular truss behave differently than a 
rectangular one? Figure 6.34 compares two trusses 
whose depth, loads, and orientations of diagonal 
members are identical and whose only difference is 
their external shapes. A glance at the magnitudes of 
the force polygons tells us that member forces are 
substantially higher in the triangular truss, a situation 
that can be overcome by increasing its depth. The 
indications of tensile and compressive members on 
the form diagrams tell us that the characters of the 
forces in the web members are opposite in the two 
trusses, even though the direction of inclination of the 
diagonals is the same. This leads to a somewhat con
fusing situation in the naming of trusses: While the 
parallel-chord truss shown in this figure is a flat Pratt 
truss, the triangular truss with the analogous inclina
tion of diagonals is a triangular Howe truss. The nam
ing follows the force configuration rather than the 
appearance: For a triangular truss to be a Pratt, which 
by definition has tensile diagonals, its diagonals must 
be inclined in the opposite direction from those in a 
flat Pratt truss. In Chapters 14 through 18, as we use 
truss analogies to visualize the flow of forces in beams, 
we will discover why forces in the diagonals behave in 
this way. 
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REDUCING THE DEPTH OF A FLAT TRUSS 

Figure 6.35 depicts the left halves of three six-panel 
flat Howe trusses, each made of laminated wood 
members. All three trusses support identical loads 
of 1,600 lb at each panel point. The top truss is 3 ft 
deep, the middle one is 2 ft deep, and the bottom one 
is only 1 ft deep, as measured between the centerlines 
of the top and bottom chords. The forces in the mem
bers of each truss have been found by constructing its 
force polygon to the right, and each member has been 
given a thickness based purely on the magnitude of 
the force it must carry, assuming a uniform stress in 
all members of 1,500 psi and disregarding any poten
tial for buckling of compression members. As is the 
usual practice in detailing trusses, the center axes of 
the members are made to coincide with the lines 
of the form diagrams of the three trusses. 

It is apparent from the force polygons that the forces 
in the members of the shallowest truss are several times 
higher than in the members of the deepest one. In fact, 
as the depth of the truss approaches zero, the mem
ber forces rise more and more rapidly. If the chords of 
the shallowest truss were forced to lie entirely within 
the 1 -ft depth rather than being centered on it, the 
truss would have to be solid wood. It would become, in 
other words, a wooden beam rather than a truss. 

This demonstration brings out an important lesson: 
A truss needs sufficient depth to operate efficiently. 
In general, trusses must be deeper than beams to 
carry the same loads over the same span. In exchange 
for this disadvantage, however, a truss offers brilliant 
advantages: It uses less material than the beam, and 
trusses in general can span much farther than beams. 

Force Polvaon 

Figure 6.35 Reducing the depth of a truss increases member forces; the relative magnitudes of the trusses may be read at a glance 
from their force polygons. 
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A TRUSS WITH AN ODD NUMBER 
OF PANELS 

So far, we have examined only trusses with an even 
number of panels. Figure 6.36 shows an analysis of 
member forces in a five-panel truss that has identi
cal loads at its panel points. The unique feature of 
this truss proves to be that its middle diagonal, 5-6, 
is a zero-force member. If the uniform character of 
the loading is reliably constant, and if the truss is 
assembled in such a way that it derives significant 

stiffness from its joints (as it does when the top and 
bottom chords are single pieces that are as long as the 
truss), the diagonal may be omitted from the center 
panel; it is therefore shown as a dashed line in our 
analysis. This is the basis for floor truss designs in both 
wood and steel in which the diagonal is omitted in the 
center panel to allow for the passage of large ventila
tion ductwork. It also suggests that any web members 
in the center panel of a truss could be designed more 
for visual delight than for structural function—they 
could, as one example, form a circle or ellipse. 

Figure 6.36 A truss with an odd number of panels. 
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Figure 6.37 A truss with asymmetrical loading. 
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ASYMMETRICAL LOADING PATTERNS 

The truss in Figure 6.37 is loaded very asymmetri
cally. It is subjected to a horizontal load at one end 
and a load suspended from the bottom of the truss, 
as well as a set of top loads that are applied at some 
panel points and not others. Because of the horizon
tal load, the reactions on this truss must be found by 
assuming that one of them passes through a roller 
and therefore must be vertical. This assumption hav
ing been made, the reactions are readily found by 

taking moments about each support. The resulting 
load line is a rectangle, akgf. The force polygon is 
asymmetrical but is easily constructed, and closes 
with segment 12g. This example demonstrates that 
the graphical method of truss analysis is general and 
applies to any combination of loads. Inclined loads 
can be included either by resolving each of them 
into horizontal and vertical components, or, as is 
more commonly done, by including them as inclined 
segments in the load line, as we did in the previous 
chapter. 
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A CANTILEVER TRUSS 

Force Polygon 
Scale: 1" = 6,000 lb 

Figure 6.38 Finding the reactions on a cantilever truss. 

To this point, we have examined trusses that are sim
ply supported, that is, trusses that are held up by a 
reaction at each end. Figure 6.38 shows a truss that 
is designed to carry a projecting balcony of a concert 
hall. This is referred to as a cantilever truss because it 
is supported only at one end by a rigid wall or column. 
The upper support is a horizontal link that is hinged at 
both ends. The lower support is a hinge. What are the 
member forces in this truss, and what are the magni
tudes and directions of the reactions? 

We construct a combined form diagram and free-
body diagram of the truss on which we indicate all the 
external forces that act upon it (Figure 6.38). Bow's 
notation helps us to identify these forces: AB, BC, and 
CD are the loads from the longitudinal floor beams of 
the balcony. DE is the top reaction. Because it occurs 
through a hinged link, it must act horizontally, but we do 
not know its magnitude. EA, the bottom reaction, can 
occur in any direction through the hinged connection, 
so we know neither its direction nor its magnitude. 

We could find the magnitude and direction of the 
reactions by taking numerical moments, but let us 
pursue instead a graphical solution. We begin by plot
ting the external loads on a load line at a convenient 
scale. Vertical line segments ab, be, and cd represent 
the loads on the truss. Force de we know to be hori
zontal, so we lay out a horizontal line through d; but 
we don't know how long segment de should be, so we 
cannot locate point e. Because we can't locate point e, 
we are also unable to draw line segment ea, which will 
terminate at point a at the top of the load line. We rec
ognize now that the load line, rather than being just a 
vertical line, will be a triangle. 

We complete the load line by means of a simple 
graphical operation: The line of action of the resultant 
of the three gravity loads passes through the central 
vertical member of the truss. The line of action of the 
horizontal reaction, DE, intersects the line of action 
of the resultant at a point that we label n. Because 
the truss is in equilibrium, the line of action of the 

Force Polygon 
Scale: 1" = 6,000 lb 

Figure 6.39 Analyzing the forces in a cantilever truss. 

remaining external force, EA, must also pass through 
n. This construction gives us the direction of line seg
ment ea on the force polygon, which allows us to com
plete the load line, ade. 

The remainder of the force polygon is easily 
drawn (Figure 6.39). We scale the diagram and use 
the clockwise convention of Bow's notation to assign 
magnitudes and characters of forces to all the mem
bers and reactions. 
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Figure 6.40 An example of an overhanging truss. We show compressive members in thick lines and tensile members in thin lines. 

AN OVERHANGING TRUSS 

Figure 6.40 illustrates the analysis of an overhanging 
truss, one that extends beyond one of its supports. The 
accompanying force polygon projects both to the right 
and to the left from the load line. The construction 
crosses the load line along diagonal 7—8. It is no coin
cidence that panel 7—8 on the form diagram is unique 
in being surrounded on all four sides by compression 
members, as indicated by thick lines. The panels to its 

right have a tensile chord along the bottom, and those 
to its left have a tensile chord along the top. There 
is a reversal in panel 7-8 of the direction in which 
the truss bends under load. The force polygon is very 
compact, indicating in a general way that this is a truss 
with low member forces. This efficiency stems partly 
from the fact that the truss is relatively deep in rela
tion to its span, but it also indicates that the overhang 
has the effect of decreasing the forces in the members 
of the panels that lie between the two supports. 
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Numer ica l Finding of Forces in Truss M e m b e r s : The M e t h o d of Joints 

In addition to the graphical method, there are 
numerical methods for finding the forces in mem
bers of a truss. One of these, the method of sec
tions, was demonstrated in Chapter 5. Another, the 
method of joints, is directly parallel to the graphical 
method, in that it solves for the forces in one joint 
at a time, working from left to right across the form 
diagram of the truss. Here is how the numerical 
method of joints is applied to a truss similar to the 
one that we have just analyzed graphically: 

1. Bow's notation is not generally used in 
numerical solutions, instead, letters are assigned 
to the nodes of the truss (Figure A}. A member 
is named by the nodes at its ends: The leftmost 
segment of the top chord, for example, is called 
A 8 or BA. 

2. We use moments to find the reactions on the 
truss. In this example, the loads are symmetrical, 
making it easy to assign values of 5,600 lb to 
both reactions. As with the graphical method, 
it is extremely important to be sure that the 
reactions are correct before proceeding. 

1,600 lb 1,600 lb 1,600 lb 1,6001b 1,6001b 1,6001b 1,6001b 

A lot of painstaking work will be lost later if the 
reactions are incorrect. 

3. The left end of the truss is examined to find a node 
that has no more than two unknown forces acting 
upon it. In this truss, N is such a node. We draw a 
free-body diagram of it (Figure B). 

We adopt arbitrarily a convention that rightward-
and upward-acting forces are positive. We apply 
the expressions of static equilibrium to this node: 

NM = 0 

J2FV = 0 = - N A + 5,6001b 

/VA = 5,600lb 

The positive sign of NA indicates that we have 
chosen the correct direction for the arrow in the 
free-body diagram. NA presses downward on 

5,600 lb 

form Diagram 

Figure A A form diagram of the truss 

NA 

I 

-NM 

5,600 lb 

Figure B 

the node; it is in compression. If we had drawn NA 
pulling up on the node, we would have arrived at a 
negative answer that tells us to reverse the vector 
arrow on the free-body diagram. 

4. Now that we have found the force in member 
NA, node A has only two unknown forces. One 
of these is inclined at an angle of 45° (Figure C). In 
each equation, we multiply MA by the cosine of 
45°, which is 0.707, to find its vertical or horizontal 
component: 

Y^FV = 0 = -1,6001b + 5,6001b-MAcos 45° 

0.707 MA = 4,000 lb 

4,0001b 
MA = 

0.707 
= 5,658 lb 

]TYh = 0 = (5,658 lb) cos 45° - AB 

AB = 4,000 lb 

1,600 lb 

— AB 

5,600 lb 

Figure C Vector diagram for 
numerical analysis. 
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5. We move next to node M (Figure D): 

Y,FV = 0 = (5,658 lb)cos45° - MB 

MB = 4,000 lb 

-(5,658 lb) cos 45° - ML = 0 

ML = -4,000 lb 

The minus sign tells us that we assumed the wrong 
direction for ML. It actually pulls to the right. 

6. In Figure E, we examine the forces at node 6: 

Y^F¥ = 0 = -1,600 lb + 4,000 lb - LB cos 45° 

-1,600 lb+ 4,000 lb 
LB = 

0.707 
• = 3,3951b 

8. This procedure is followed node by node until the 
forces in the last members of the right-hand end 
of the truss are found. If the work has been done 
correctly, these last forces will balance one another 
to create equilibrium. If the last forces are not in 
equilibrium, an error has been made earlier in the 
analysis, and the entire process must be checked to 
find it. 

In two instances, these numerical solutions 
do not agree perfectly with the ones done 
previously by graphical means. For member MA 
the numerical solution is 5,658, compared to 5,650 
for our graphical solution. For LB, the numerical 
solution is 3,395; the graphical, 3,400. These 
discrepancies are each welt below 1 percent of 
the theoretical value. 

. 
There are several disadvantages to the 
numerical method. It is laborious and often 
very slow, especially if the truss is irregular in 
form. The purely numerical results that it gives 
are difficult to interpret in order to understand 
what is going on inside a truss, or to discover 
how to improve its form. Moreover, the apparent 
precision of the numerical method gives the 
illusion of a very accurate analysis, when in fact 
the calculations are invariably based on loading 
assumptions that are only educated guesses. In 
service, a truss is likely to undergo loadings that 
differ from the assumptions by significant 
amounts. 

7. This leaves only two unknowns at node L (Figure F): 

J2 Fv = 0 = (3,395 lb) cos 45° - LC 

LC = 2,400 lb 

^Ff, =04= LK -(4,000 lb) -(3,395 lb)cos45° 

LK = 6,400 lb 

MN = 0 

Figure D Vector diagram for numerical 
analysis. 

— ML 

1,600 lb 

AB = 4,000 lb 
-PC 

MB = 4,000 lb 

Figure E Vector diagram for 
numerical analysis. 

MN - 4,000 lb 

Figure F Vector diagram for numerical analysis. 
I 
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Figure 6.41 Determination of member 
forces attributable to gravity loads. 

1.5K 

1.5K I 1.5K 
G f H 

0.75K 

0.75K 

7.5 Kips 

COMPLETING THE DESIGN OF THE 
SUMMER CAMP TRUSS 

We are now prepared to find the forces in the mem
bers of the truss we are designing for the summer 
camp. We will do this for two different loadings, first 
for dead and live gravity loads and then for wind loads 
from one direction. 

In Figure 6.41 we estimate the dead and live loads on 
one interior node of the truss. These add up to 1.5 kips. 
The first and last nodes have half the tributary area of an 
interior node, so they bear loads of only 0.75 kips. 

Gravity Load Analysis 
The gravity load force polygon (Figure 6.41) is com
plex because of the asymmetry of the truss, but its 

7.5 Kips 

construction is done in the same way as the other 
trusses we examined earlier in this chapter. The over
hanging ends are reflected in the portions of the force 
polygon that lie to the right of the load line. The effect 
of the overhangs is to reduce the forces in the main 
span of the truss. The relative compactness of the 
diagram tells us that member forces are not exces
sive; this is a direct result of our adopting an adequate 
depth for the truss and adding the overhanging ends. 
As shown in Figure 6.42, the largest forces are in 
chord members F8, 8.7 kips compression, and M9, 
9.2 kips tension; the largest forces in diagonal mem
bers are in IS-16 and 2-3. 

Force Polygon 
Scale: 1" = 2.5 Kips 
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Figure 6.42 Showing member 
forces and indicating compressive 
members with thick lines. 

1.5K 
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0.75K 

7.5 Kips 
t 

7.5 Kips 

Wind Load Analysis 
The actual forces that the wind exerts on roof trusses 
are extremely complex and constantly fluctuating. The 
patterns of wind forces that are given in building codes 
for purposes of building design are necessarily simpli
fied but still complex, requiring structural designers to 
analyze based on several different wind directions and 
to examine the effects of outward pressures (suctions) 
as well as inward pressures. It would take an entire 
chapter to explore a full analysis of this kind, so we 
will look only at one case. Figure 6.43 is an analysis of 
the actions of a wind from the right that is assumed 
to exert pressures perpendicular to the windward side 
of the roof, and suctions perpendicular to the leeward 
slope. For the moment, we disregard all gravity loads 
and analyze only for wind forces. The reactions are 
found graphically as follows: 

1. The lines of action of the resultant vectors of the 
forces on each of the two roof slopes, ft, and ft2, are 
drawn on the form diagram; they intersect at y. 

2. A force polygon on these two vectors is drawn to 
the lower left. Its closing string is the resultant 
vector, la, of the wind load on both slopes. 

3. This leaves three forces acting on the truss: the 
right reaction, the left reaction, and la, the resul
tant of the wind load on both slopes. We know 
the location and direction of the right reaction. 
Because it is applied through a column that is 
hinged at both ends, its line of action must lie 
along the vertical axis of the column. 

4. The line of action of the total wind load on the 
roof, la, intersects the vertical line of action of 
the right reaction at z on the form diagram. 

5. The line of action of the left reaction, am, must 
pass through the left hinge and also through z. 

These constructions give us the lines of action 
of all three external forces on the truss: the right 
reaction, lm; the left reaction, am; and the resul
tant of all the wind forces, la. We also know the 

magnitude of one of them, the total wind load, la. 
We complete the force polygon to find the magni
tudes of the two reactions. The right reaction, lm, 
is a mere 120 lb of tension. The left reaction, am, is 
also tensile; its magnitude is 2,350 lb. In simple 
language, the assumed pattern of wind loadings 
would lift off the roof if we do not take measures 
to hold it down. 

These three forces make up a triangular load line 
for the determination of wind forces in the members 
of the truss. We subdivide the vectors for the loads 
on the two slopes of the roof into the forces at the 
individual nodes and apply Bow's notation. Then, 
working patiently and systematically, we complete 
the force polygon, which closes. In general, it shows 
that wind forces in the truss members are only about 
one-third as large as gravity forces, and often opposite 
in character. 

If we were doing a complete analysis of the truss, 
we would analyze also the wind from the opposite 
direction. Then we would add the wind forces and 
gravity forces for all the members of the truss, using 
only the dead-load portion of the gravity loads, on the 
assumption that a maximum-force wind will blow 
snow off the roof. We would design each member and 
each connection for the worst-case combination of 
dead load plus wind load. 

FINDING MEMBER SIZES 

We have found the maximum compressive chord and 
diagonal member forces, and from these we will size 
appropriate members. The allowable compressive 
force in the truss members is found by starting with a 
handbook value of allowable stress in compression for 
the species and grade of wood that we will use. This 
value is based on laboratory testing of the strengths of a 
large number of wood specimens. Then we reduce this 
value to account for the length of the member and its 
potential for buckling (we will reexamine these topics 
in Chapter 19). Further adjustments of the allowable 
stress are made for the duration of the load and for 
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Wind Resultant Force Polygon 
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Support Condition Force Polygon 
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Truss Force Polygon 
Scale: 1" = 1.25 Kips 

Figure 6.43 Determination of member forces attributable to a particular wind loading case. 
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such conditions of service as temperature and humid
ity. These factors are beyond the scope of this book, 
so to complete our example we will simply assume an 
allowable compressive stress of 900 psi. The required 
cross-sectional area of wood in a member is equal to its 
axial force divided by the allowable stress: 

D 
Areq = 

Fallow 

For the most heavily loaded compressive chord 
member in the truss: 

A « - 8 ' 8 k i p S = 9.78 in.2 

900 lb/in.2 

A 4 X 4, which is actually 3.5 in. square, has a 
cross-sectional area of 12.25 sq in. Since it has more 
than enough area, we could use 4 X 4s for the com
pressive chords and for the interior compressive mem
bers, none of which carry forces as large as the chord 
segment we have just examined. 

Allowable tensile strengths of wood are tabulated 
separately from compressive strengths and are gener
ally much lower. Tensile strengths do not need to be 
adjusted or reduced to account for buckling, though. 
Assuming a tensile strength of 600 psi, the most 
heavily loaded tensile member, m9, which carries a 
maximum of 9.2 kips, requires 15.3 sq in. of cross sec
tion. This is larger than a 4 X 4, but smaller than a 
4 X 6 , which has an area of 19.25 in2. 

If we wanted to create a truss that uses as little 
wood as possible, we would adopt the minimum size 
of lumber for each member. However, the design of 
the joints in such a truss would present many prob
lems due to the varying dimensions of the pieces. To 
simplify assembly, we will use nominal 4-in. lumber 
for all the members of the truss. We decide to use 
4 X 4s for all the interior members and 4 X 6s for all 
the chords. These will make a good-looking truss that 
has extra reserves of strength that will help it remain 
stable during the critical operation of hoisting it into 
position. 
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Figure 6.44 Scaled elevation drawing of the camp structure showing member thicknesses. 

DETAILING THE TRUSS 

We take another step toward completion of the design 
for the truss by constructing larger-scale drawings. 
Using drafting instruments or CAD, we draw first an 
overall elevation, as shown in Figure 6.44. The members 
are plotted to scale around their centerlines. The inter
section of the centerlines at each node is called the 
working point. If we can make the centerlines of all 
the members that converge on each joint go through the 
working point, we have theoretically produced a truss 
in which all forces are axial. This assumption is not 
strictly true, for a variety of reasons: 

• We use long, continuous pieces for the top and 
bottom chords. Because of their continuity, these 
members do not behave exactly as they would if the 
truss were made up of short members. In fact, they 
add strength to the truss through their own stiffness 
and strength. 

• Our analysis assumes that the joints are perfect 
hinges. In reality, each joint has two or three bolts 
in it. These bolts, and the friction between pieces 

of wood that their tension creates, restrict rotational 
movement to some degree. 

• A truss is seldom manufactured as perfectly as we 
would like; individual members may be a bit off in 
length or angle of cut, and bolts may not end up 
exactly where they are supposed to go. 

• Drifting snow and wind pressures cause unusual 
loading patterns in the truss elements. 

Nevertheless, we usually specify joint locations 
and fastener positions with 1/4-in. precision or better. 
If it is difficult to bring the centerlines of all the mem
bers at a joint to the same working point, it matters 
little whether we move a member a bit one way or the 
other to make things work dimensionally, because 
the truss has reserves of strength upon which to draw, 
reserves created by the continuity of the chords and 
the fixity of the joints. 

Although we found that 4 X 6 chords are suffi
cient to carry the loads, they look too insubstantial 
in our scaled drawing. The design is not merely a 
result of our calculations, and particularly since the 
lower members have the added consideration of their 
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Detail 

Figure 6.45 A scaled detail elevation showing connector plates at the left-hand connection. Notice 
that member centerlines converge at working points to avoid eccentric loadings. 

prominent role in defining the spaces and activities 
of the camp goers, we decide to use 4 X 8s instead, 
keeping to 4 X 4s for most interior members. At larger 
scales still, we can show details of the connections 
(Figure 6.45). We decide to use bolts with welded 
steel strap plates on both sides of our trusses. The 
number and diameter of bolts at each node is depen
dent on many factors: 

• The density of the wood: Denser wood transmits 
more pounds per bolt than less dense wood. 

• The diameter of the bolts: Larger bolts transmit more 
force per bolt. 

• The number of shear planes (interfaces between 
members) through which each bolt passes: A bolt 
through two shear planes transmits twice as much as 
a bolt through one. 

• The dimensions of the lumber used in the truss: 
Thicker lumber puts more wood fiber against the bolt 
shank and transmits more force. 

• The duration of the expected live load on the truss. 
Wood is stronger in resisting short-term loads, such 
as wind, than long-term ones, such as snow or stored 
goods. 

• The moisture conditions in the building. Dry wood is 
stronger than wet wood. 

Determining the number and spacings of bolts in 
each joint is not difficult: The bolts in a node are gen
erally placed so that they are symmetrical about the 
centerlines of the members. This prevents the bolts 
from imparting bending forces to the columns and 
walls of the building. (Further information on bolting is 
available in sources listed at the end of this chapter.) 

Bridging 
The trusses we have designed are 40 ft. long and only 
3-1/2 in. thick perpendicular to the plane of the truss 
members. They are very strong and stiff against verti
cal loads, but very weak against out-of-plane forces, lat
eral loads and buckling perpendicular to their planes. 
Bridging is bracing that is installed between trusses to 
maintain them all in their original planes, regardless of 
these forces (Figure 6.46). Bridging does not have to 
be nearly as strong as the trusses themselves, because 
its structural role is only that of keeping the trusses 
from moving sideways. We design a simple bridging 
scheme that is attached to the purlins and perpendic
ular truss members with lag screws, which are large, 
heavy-duty screws that are inserted into drilled holes 
by turning them with a wrench. Standard diameters of 
lag screws range from 1/4 in. to 1-1/4 in. We use lag 
screws instead of bolts in situations where it would 
be problematic to pass a bolt all the way through a 
joint, and install a washer and nut on the far side. We 
keep the lower ends of the bridging diagonals above 
the bottom chords of the trusses as a way of maintain
ing the visual dominance of the trusses. 
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Figure 6.46 A detail of the wall construction. 

Enclosing the Walls 
The timber frame that we have created is beautifully 
patterned, but we must enclose it with walls to keep 
rain and snow out of the building and to protect the 
trusses against the decay that would occur if they 
were wetted frequently by storms. We make the walls 
in the simplest possible way: We add horizontal girts 
to the columns and nail vertical tongue-and-groove 
planks to the girts (Figure 6.46). The inside surface of 
the decking and the girts and braces make a beautiful 
pattern that we will leave exposed to the eye. Because 
this building is used only in summer and is not heated 
or cooled, we will not bother to insulate the walls or 
roof; and airtightness of the walls is not an issue. 

We would like to end the line of trusses in a way 
that is visually satisfying. Though it is not difficult 
structurally to terminate a building, a visually satisfac
tory termination is not a trivial design problem. The 
system we are using to construct the hall does not 
inherently provide a formal way of terminating it at its 
open ends; its trusses could be used to produce a build
ing of any length. Because there are few constraints 
on the design of the end walls, we can take advantage 
of the trusses' broad spans, which allow the freedom 
to create rather generous door and window openings. 
These openings could be made very large or complex, 
but for this site and program we use the proportions 
and patterning of the trusses just described to inform 
the division of the end walls and their wooden clad
ding. In Chapter 3 we terminated a corrugated barrel 
vault rather successfully with corrugated masonry 
walls. You may find it stimulating to design an end-
wall termination scheme for this building. 

Lateral Stability of the Building as a Whole 
We must brace the building against the lateral forces 
of wind and earthquake. The bridging between the 
trusses is not sufficient to keep the whole building 
from being blown over. In the short direction of the 
building, the inverted V supports can do the entire job 
of stabilization. In the long direction, we elect to add 

diagonal braces between the columns that support 
the trusses (Figure 6.47). These braces will remain 
exposed on the inside of the building as a part of its 
aesthetic. They will also help users of the building 
understand how it resists lateral forces. 

The tongue-and-groove decking, because it is in 
the form of long, narrow strips of material, may not 
provide sufficient diaphragm action to transmit wind 
forces through the roof planes to the planes of brac
ing that are parallel to the wind. If this is the case, 
plywood panels may be nailed over the decking, or 
diagonal braces may be added beneath it to create 
wind trusses that lie parallel to the roof planes. The 
plywood panels may not expand and contract as much 
as the decking, which may lead to bulging of the ply
wood due to changes in humidity. 

FABRICATING AND ERECTING 
THE TRUSSES 

Although it would be possible to cut and assemble 
the trusses on the construction job site, it is much 
better to do it in a factory. The timbers can be kept 
dry so they don't swell before they are assembled. 
Bolt holes can be drilled with much greater accuracy. 
Level, flat floors and fixtures are available. Steel con
nectors can be kept dry and free of rust by being kept* 
temporarily under the roof of a shop. All work is done 
conveniently and efficiently at floor level or bench 
level. The result is a set of prefabricated truss sec
tions that are clean, dry, precise, and attractive. Each 
truss can be made in two sections that join at a node 
adjacent to the roof peak; this makes it possible to 
transport the sections to the building site on a flat
bed truck trailer. 

The truss sections are relatively light in weight, but 
each one is still far too heavy to be lifted and placed 
by muscle power. The manufacturer will bring to the 
site a mobile crane that will make quick, easy work 
of erecting the roof. First the columns will be raised, 
bolted to their foundations, and braced temporarily 
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Figure 6.47 A three-dimensional view of 
the trusses, bridging, and bracing. 
Design and image by Boston Structures 
Group. 
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Figure 6.48 A nineteenth-century 
Fink truss carries a train across a 
river. The highway bridge in the 
background is supported by wooden 
arches; it is covered by walls and a 
roof to keep the wooden structure dry 
and free from decay. 
Photo courtesy Smithsonian 
Institution, Photo No. 41,436. 

with timber diagonals. Then the trusses will be lifted, 
guided into place by workers with taglines, and bolted 
to the tops of the columns. Each truss will have to 
be braced with a number of temporary diagonals 
to prevent it from failing by buckling before the bridg
ing and decking are applied. It may also be necessary 
to attach temporary stiffeners to the trusses to stiffen 
them while they are being raised and before the brac
ing is applied. The building will be completed with 
the application of roof shingles and siding to provide 
shelter without fully enclosing the space. 

ANOTHER CHALLENGE 

You are undertaking on your own the task of design
ing a bandstand roof for a public park. The function 
of the roof is to keep sun and rain off the musicians 
and to reflect sound to the audience that will be 
arrayed on the lawn outside. The required floor area 
of the bandstand is 600 ft2, and this may be config
ured in any shape that is wider than it is deep from 
front to back. Assume that the floor is a flat wooden 
structure 4 ft above the ground, but do not spend 
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time designing its structure. Concentrate instead on 
creating a trussed roof above that will be both beau
tiful and functional, considering its supports and 
shape, including overhangs. Assume a gravity live 
load of 20 psf; do not analyze for wind loads. Find 
the forces in the members and assign approximate 

sizes to them, providing for the roof's general lateral 
stability. You may want to consider using your reper
toire of wood details if timber members are used, or 
evaluate whether steel trusses are more appropriate 
for your intentions and ideas for the structure over 
the performance space. 

Figure 6.49 The floors and roof of the Centre Georges 
Pompidou in Paris are supported by Warren trusses 2.5 m 
(8.2 ft) deep that span 45 m (148 ft). Each top chord is a pair 
of 419-mm (16.5-in.) diameter steel tubes. A pair of 225-mm 
(9-in.) solid steel rods make up the bottom chord. Architect: 
Piano and Rogers. Structural engineer: Ove Arup and Partners. 
Photo: David M. Foxe. 
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Exercises 

1. Design a trussed roof for an art exhibition room that is 24 ft wide and 36 ft long, 
with walls that are uniformly 11 ft tall. Shape the wooden trusses in such a way that 
clerestory windows admit light to the space from one direction only. Assume that 
the total of live and dead loads is 50 lb per square ft of horizontal projection. 

2. Find and compare the forces in the members of the gable trusses in Figure 6.50. 

3. Figure 6.51 depicts a steel truss for a sloping footbridge. Find the forces in its 
members. 

4. Determine the effects of the horizontal and vertical loads on the Warren truss 
in Figure 6.52. 

5. Find the forces in the cantilever truss in Figure 6.53. 

6. Prepare a preliminary design for a footbridge to span a distance of 42 ft between 
abutments on either side of a stream. The bridge will have an inside clear width 
of 44 in. Total live and dead loads have been estimated at 300 lb per foot of span. 
With the aid of a handbook of standard steel shapes, assign approximate sizes to the 
members, using square steel tubing with welded joints. 

600 lb 6001b 

5001b 7001b 

Figure 6.50 Two gabled trusses 

6 Kips 6 Kips 6 Kips 6 Kips 6 Kips 
I I I I I 

2 Klpe 11.400 lb 

Figure 6.51 An inclined steel footbridge. Figure 6.52 A Warren truss. Figure 6.53 A cantilevered truss. 
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Key Terms and Concepts 

truss 

chord 

web member 

vertical 

diagonals 

struts 

ties 

pSnel 

joint 

panel points 

nodes 

International Building Code 

parallel chord truss 

hinge 

indeterminate 

statically determinate 

depth-to-span ratios 

decking 

purlins 

pitch 

rise 

run 

framing square 

planar truss 

space truss 

space frame 

axial loading 

open-web steel joists 

bar joist 

joist girder 

roof and floor trusses 

through truss 

pony truss 

deck truss 

transfer truss 

Pratt truss 

Howe truss 

Warren truss 

simple Fink truss 

Fink truss 

cambered Fink truss 

scissors truss 

bowstring truss 

inverted bowstring truss 

lenticular truss 

camelback truss 

K-truss 

triangular truss 

shed truss 

scissors truss 

fireproofing 

toothed plate 

heavy timber 

side plate 

Further Resources 

dowel 

gusset plates 

simply supported truss 

flat truss 

overhanging truss 

wind forces; outward/inward pressures 

allowable stress 

working point 

shear planes 

out-of-plane forces 

bridging 

lag screws 
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